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Abstract A
This paper describe an extractor designed to produce resis- lumped values re essentially aqua to the resistance of all ge-
tance values for we in digital circuit simulation. REDS avoids ometries connected to a net stretched end to end. They form
resistance extraction on most nets in a design using a simple approximate upper bound (negleting current crowding) on the
filter based on the perimeter and am value calculated by the maximum resitance between two points on a net. By compar-
capacitance extractor, alowing it to concentrate on areas where ing this value to the resistance of the largest transistor on a
resistance may substantially affect circuit timing. Nets are ex- net, REDS avoids extracting most of the nets in a circuit.
tracted using a fast square counting algorithm, and simplified REDS extracts the nets that fail the lumped resistance test
before o-tput to remove spurious elements. REDS is designed by decomposing them into rectangles with unidirectional cur-
to work on the Magic layout database. rent flow. The resistance of each rectangle is calculated from

itr length and width. The maximum point-to-point resistance
in the net is also determined; if this value is less than the

I Introduction transistor-resistnce tolerance, the net s left untouched. i the
resistance exceeds the tolerance, REDS estimates the time con-

Parasitic resistance can substantially affect circuit performance, stant for the network and compares it to that of the transistor
but are difficult to calculate efficiently. Most approaches fall alone. If the time constant also exceeds the tolerance, REDS
into three categories: numeric calculation o Laplace's equation adds a resistor network to the extracted description.
[61[1), 'lumped appricimation l]3], and polygonal reduction REDS is par of the Mnglc layout system 191 and mes its
[5112](7]. Numeric solutionm, though accurate, are slw; they an corner stitched database database to eficiently estimate inter-
well suited only for small circuits. Lumped resistance value, connect resitane. Before REDS is run, Magic's hierarchical
where each node in a circuit has a resistance associated with it, extractor and netlkt flattener ae used to produce the lumped
are easily calculated from the node's perimeter and area, but resistance values and a tat simulation file. The following sc-
are very inaccurate. Polygonal decomposition provide a good tion describes how REDS use this simulation file along with
tradeoff between speed and accu-acy, but is still expensive to the layout to select, extract, and simplify nets, while Section 3
run on large designs. Mosi in 171 reduces this computation time provide some rmults fm a lag microprocessor deign.
by extracting hierarchically, but requires that explicit ports be
defined for each subcefl, which restricts alowed overlaps and
makes additional work for the designer. 2 Implementation

For logic simulation, the designer is primarily interested
in knowing which ristors wil substatlay contribute to the 2.1 Net selection

RC delay of a given signal. This occurs when the intercom- A rmistaace extractWr's first task is to identify which nodes
nect restance between two transistors is om the same order a could have siglilcat resistance REDS Inds the largest tra-
the resistance of the transistor itsdL Resistor should only be sistor with a source o draia connected to each node and cot-
included for nets where this is the cae; including additiona pasrm the resistance f this 'driving' trisistor with the lumped
components only slows down the simulator without substia- resistance of the mode. The resistamce of this driving transistor
tially influencing the rmults. is calculated by dividing the length by the width ad multiply-

The key to fast extraction for this timing is to extract ouly ing by the sheet resistance for the particular type of transistor.
those nets which meet the above criterion. Unfortunately, the The lumped resistance Is computed from the perlmetsr ad
identity of thee nets is not known until they are extracted. area values calculated for each material by Magi during capac-
REDS avoids this problem by using the lumped resistance val- itance extraction. The formula for lumped resistance ssume
sen to determine whether futher extraction is required. The the region is a rectangle and simultaneously solves equations

for the rectangle's perimeter and rn
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shaped ones. In the current applicatlon, however, the resistors
of interest are formed primarily from long, this regioes. For aEl resistor to be on the same order of magnitude as the transistors
to which it is connected, it mest be many squares long becausem ~ the sheet resistnce of the interconnect ismuch less than that

Figure 1: Lumped Resistance Approximation wth hh peiiol n aqaecutn eitneeta

The longer dimension is taken to he L because this give tisptrminub uing the rcino crret low. ED hoiontlfor

the more conservative value. Two regions anid their equiva- vriaa reasonable asumption because Magicoly sappohis
lent rectangles awe shows, in Figur 1. This process is approsi- Mbhta gsu* o The combiation of orthogonal current
mately equal to stretching ont the reoon into a single rectaa* low and Manhattan geometries make calculating W/L eay
gle and gives an upper bond on the resistance between any because every resistive region is a rectnge
two points in the network (Figure In) for networks of commons Current low for an individual til, is Magi's database can.
width. When the width of the interconnect varies greatly, this not he calculated without looking at the particular tile's neigh.
approximation will not necessarily be an upper bound. Large, bon. This cam he - in Fre 3. Magic's data structures
square regions of a highly resistive layer connected to long thi prevent REDS from being able to determine curnt Aom on a
areas (Figure I b) will produace low ' umped value. These r- tile by tile basis. The meof maximum horlsontal retagles
gions are fortunately very rare is signal Usne. The only noal Occasionally causes tailRinrrowetangle to he broken into
exception is in pads, which contain l&arg quare of metal ad long, this strips. Individual tils may have current low per-
whose lumped resistance for the metal layer is correspondingly peadicular to their longest side. Fortunately, visiting a tile's
low. Even in pads, however, the lumped value is greater than neighbors in Magic's corner stitched database is fast and eay
the maximum point to point value lbeause the resistance W to do, REDS use the pointers to adjoining tie to search for
dominated by polysilicon, not by metal, due to the disparity in connecting material. V it Ads an adijacent tile of the saues
sheet resistances. tpRD hcst hte h obnda sta

If the resistance of the transstor is greater tha " lumped thaype swde f ti, REDS ekto- wethe th cmbndar soth-le
resistance, no additional extraction on this particular at is sth I is wis not ithis, REDS asstues t acen Tos nroemh
necessary. Nets that fail this test are passed on to the next southits t ether theD conines toom sar h. Th ism
section of REDS, the netracnincnilthrohro.ie ego stah ha ti
- ,~~. wide or so additional connecting tils ane fond. N the tagA

region is Wider than It is tall, thene the current low is as-west.
2.2 Net Extraction It 21t curret low is northesoush.

For each selected not, REDS rends and lattma the hierarchica
layout description, storing the result in Magi's carner stischedl
database. Because Magi stores data Is a canonia form (max-
imum horizontal rectangles) contacts tend to fracture contign-
one regions into many subtiles. REDS reduesm the number of
tils and simplift extraction by eliminating contacts during
a prepass over the layout. It records the location of contacts,
then merges them into their constituent layers (Figure 2). The 3
position of transistors is aimo noted, and a transistor data struc-
tare is allocated for each set of conweting transistor ties. AfterFiue DtrimesoCa"Drcin
this preprocesing. REDS is ready to begi actual extraction Fgr ~Dtriaino urn ieto

ofth W.Once current low fr a gives tile is knon (ssw tha cr-

with othe es or wit s~ othr an Pam of he mele, and con-

dividing %he distance is tbe direction of curren low by7 the
Width or height of the reions and multiplying by the ehenst We
sistance Each connection point become a node with onse or
morn connecting ristois and/or tramistore

Figure 2: Contact Preprocessing Resistor networks constructed is this fashion have several
" uadesirable Isture which REDS trims iss eliinate dyanmi.

REDS calculates resistance by counting squares. For a cally, including danglng connections, series resisters, parallel
given rectangular region the resistance is (R/square)OL/W. where resistors, and 'triagles' of revsiors. In each cewe, REDS elim-

L is taken in the direction of corfeet low. This metho does snate the spariom MA"e and resistors then Checks to m sf

will on baug, narow megons, "ut rather poorly on irreguarly the &*,a network can be reduced far"he. Thi. contiinues an-



til so Further changes wre possibl. Thinsiemplificatloe Is done Calculation of T0, is firly stralgbtforwasd. First, the met.
as scoon a all geometries connected to' anmde are processed, work's capacitance, is distributed ambong its soda. Next. REDS
keeping the sise of the network as small as possible. removal loops from the network by delotlag th resto, is the

Whbile it is reducing the network, REDS as keeps track of loop that has the greatest resistance between its ends mod the
the resistance fro muech sode to the starting transistor. After driving mode. The resulting tree is them paied ova twice Dur-
all sodas have been processed, the highet resistance mode is iag the Anet pull, the capacitanice for each sode and its chirn
found. V its resistance is less than tha fthe larges transistor, is summed togther. During the secod, Too In calculated for
so resistive net work is needed for this met, and the not is sever each sods by oaig the product a( mode caacitance and the
output. resistance between the mode and Its pares to To, for the pat-

Comparing the Maximum point to polst resistance to the ent. The larget vulue of TM, In coompared with the product o(
lumped value eliiates many ,eistors, but 6&~l to ca"c ae the transistor rlmitamce and the t0ta Capadtamcm; if It exteeds
fairly comtmom case Os mets with large fanot, the driver simn the tolerance, thus a RC metwork net be added to the circuit
mast be large to handle the lad; oftie. its resistance wil be description.
comparable to that of the intercamect lending to each gate. 23 No ipica n
An example with 1hnout N=4 is shows in iFigasn m, ThtIn- 23 NtSmlfcte
tercoanect dome sot contribute signifiantly to the delay in this Wbem a Moe delay is preater than the toersmce. it nut be
case, because omly a salnl portion of the total load is drives writtem out. In Its raw form, howeover, the net costaime a
through each interconnect resistor. For the special symmetri- plethora o sode and soma reistoms. The detald se corn-
cal case shown, the dely is Figures 4& and 4b ane Identical. tas more information th" ansulators and timing verifiess
with the delay due to interconnect being R.CLIN instead Of ally seed, mod will slow them down substantiay. This met mut
ft,ICL. For ILr Vallue Of N, the interCOnnect delay is much be simplilled int. something that retails the basic islarmatlaa
less than a simple comparison of Rg,. mnd R. would indicate. but has fewer resistors and mode.

More generally, timing depends m" jut an the relative resistor A typical met looks something Ike Figure Ga, with many
sizes, but also an the distribution of capacitance in the tres. branches. REDS wants to modify the met to eliminate all me.

satons below the resistive tolerance. To do this, it starts at the
mod containing the driving transistor and walks down the tree,

boa_________________ labeling resistors as visited mnd maliging theme a direction. It
nowknows it ha reached the end when it guts to a made whoe

trasistoms only. V Al th. resit.. calloused to this termil-

d. al mode awe less thun the tolerace, RED delete all bet the
CLMcmTAC largstreistor (Figare6b.Once thi branch is desinated, theT W eman" tre bo twomobi mserie that cam be caobinedl.

REDS can them walk back up sbe te to the sod hasioch. This
Figure 4: Electa oftsaout on Time Comtant continuum until Al te remanig esitm are grunter than the

tOkerance (FIgur k).
* REDS conans a Ainal their to raccon and remov W3 Networks reduced by the above metho may stil costain we

fanout metw based on their KC time comotats. The lthot is sistors lee than the tolerance. To reove thes rem&aig umall
basel on the estimates of dely in RC tree developed in 18) reistors, REDS Ant surge all resistor by mine. The smallest re,
The RC delay for a givensmode i can be approximated me th miss=r is combined with it. samallest neighbor. This In continued
lrat arder moment a( the network's Implis respone, T, Sutl so reistore lems tha the tolerace remai.
E, &.C6, where A6. is the resistance frm the lopes that isThe completed network is appende to the extract Ille of the
common between mode At aj i. Figuse S sha owh vule deipns maot call. Magic's extract foruat incluode a kimode'

ToSw odeM3.comm"a that eliminate a mowe and everythig connected to

T

U T "OT

i as Figure 6: Net Simplifiation

it from the circuits netlist; this is sed to assimate the old
Figure 57 Calculatioe of TDi met ad replace it with the mew reitragste @m. REDS

them repeats the poes an the sext met in the design



3 Reults 4 Conclusion

MIPS.X. Stashe second goaeratiom LacW Okirocueor Digital simulation places two maim coms tst os a resistance
14). a used to tat REDS. Excladjag t hentructioache exstractor: extractios must he fast so that the tuzmaromad tis
MEPS-X costass O= trsbitogs and 19AC0 UM~. The in. on changes in short, ad the extracted mstwork should only
str*cUMa cache UrN Set extracted becas it is never included contain mitei5 that sipaiklatly effect perfaormams REDS
is switch level elm~Ula ai. MlPS-X is designed Is a lla. 2 run quk by reduciig the samb. of nodes requirlag ex-
level meta CMOS piocAs. Technology parastters for MIPS-X traction via a simple tlta and etractlag raistasa Ming~
ane shows in Tabue 1. a sguar-bsed extractiois algorithm that efiectively utiline

Magic's coraer-stited doaabase REDS reduce the e"s of
Sheet Retanc I5ivinm Width its output by distill"n the origiaal set into a smaller analogue

011suan - PS)that contain slym the emestlal sormalom. This combinathas
G1

3JJ 3 akhe REDS a moeal tool in the elmalatiom process.
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The sets that f all cbhk fin lto the 4 categorias ohoms As"d Di INS. 36646
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coetais part of asslow that urn wired is polymlllcom to save ~ ~2625
sp1001 Finally, the inputs to structure such as PLA's sad
Washerger arrays ae m la polysillco. ad also faIL

Rasaling MIPS-X through REDS osa VAX- 11/790 required- -

about 13? misaion of CPU time latsrestimgly fsatelg the C
Bse Ulm most of the time, while the actual extraction is rpa-.
stivoly cheap. This euwets that spaoding REDS up substan- 0
IlIIy will be fairly dillcalt hera. the database outline aft -

alrady heavily aptimised.
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